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with windows 10 for all my laptops !uefi | tgm4883 tgm4883: UEFI is a specification that defines a software interface between
an operating system and platform firmware. It is meant as a replacement for the BIOS. For information on how to set up and
install Ubuntu and its derivatives on UEFI machines please read ok, so is the problem that uefi works only with windows 10, or
is it that the ubuntu installer doesn't support uefi? tgm4883: The problem is that it was never designed to work with Linux
pragmaticenigma: ok, and I understand that. I was wondering if it was more of a functionality problem. That is, is it a feature
that you can only install Windows 10 on uefi enabled machines? Or is it a feature that you can only install ubuntu 16.10 on uefi
enabled machines? tgm4883: I can't imagine a feature that can't be supported on Windows and an OS that didn't implement the
UEFI specification pragmaticenigma: I agree, but it doesn't appear to be the case the ubuntu installer doesn't support uefi the
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only other option I can think of is if it was a BIOS only feature I mean, I don't see why the installer could be blocking the uefi
BIOS feature which is why I'm confused tgm4883: The problem with UEFI is that it requires additional drivers, which may or
may not be installed by default... what is available for Ubuntu is only one vendor, HP... the rest requires the install of the vendor
provided drivers 82157476af
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